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Abstract 

 

Feedback for language learning exercises on Livemocha.com 

 

Grace Adelaide Allstrom, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Orlando Kelm 

 

This report investigates the amount and types of feedback that are produced on 

the social language learning site Livemocha.com in response to learners’ written and oral 

productions. The data are 200 speaking and writing activity submissions with a total of 

674 reviewer comments and 1,357 feedback tokens. Feedback is separated into 19 

categories which take into account interpersonal communication as well as task-based 

and grammatical information. More than one-third of all feedback tokens consist of the 

reviewer encouraging, congratulating, or otherwise offering emotional support to the 

learner. This strongly indicates that Livemocha.com users are not solely focused on the 

mechanics of learning languages, but also are creating a welcoming community of 

practice. 
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Chapter I.  Introduction 

With the growth of the internet and its ever-extending influence on every aspect 

of people’s lives, computer-mediated learning is now widely used all over the world. 

Internet language learning programs are growing in popularity, so it is important for 

language educators and researchers to be familiar with some of the possible 

characteristics of this type of learning. Most educators and investigators agree that some 

kind of feedback is vital for language learning (e.g. Gass & Selinker 2008; Long 1996; 

Long 1998). If online language learning is to be successful, learners and teachers/peer 

instructors must then manage feedback in some way. 

This is an investigation into the amount and types of feedback are produced on the 

social language learning site Livemocha.com in response to learners’ written and oral 

productions. It builds off of a small-scale pilot study I conducted in the spring of 2011. 

Both are exploratory studies, and so they are limited in scope. This report describes and 

categorizes the feedback found on the site during this investigation, then systematically 

compares it to the data gathered during the pilot study. The comparison of the results 

from the current study to the data patterns in the pilot study may help to support 

significant findings from the current study and to highlight trends that might not be as 

noticeable when looking at only one data set. The discussion section offers some ideas as 

to what learners are doing with this feedback. 

It is clear from the data that not all of the feedback given by Livemocha users to 

each other is corrective linguistic information directly related to learning how to manage 

a language. A substantial amount of the communication on the site consists solely of 

expressions of encouragement, support, and congratulations. This indicates that users do 

not frequent the site merely for impersonal, strictly-task oriented transactions – they are 
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aware of each other as fellow participants, as people who have emotional as well as goal-

oriented needs. This sensitivity helps transform them from a far-flung, disconnected 

collection of individuals into a community. 

The rest of this introductory chapter discusses Livemocha’s philosophy and how 

learners use the site. These sections explain the characteristics of language learning on 

Livemocha and the reasons why what is occurring on this site is an important and 

interesting topic for linguistic and pedagogical research. The chapter ends with the 

research question under investigation. 

Livemocha.com is an online language learning community in which users 

complete and post language learning activities provided on the website, and then other 

users respond to the authors of the posts. Analysis of these interactions between users 

shows that they are exchanging both task-related linguistic information (i.e. feedback) 

and affective or relational commentary. To better understand both of these kinds of 

communication, Chapter II reviews some of the more pertinent literature on feedback and 

interaction. 

Chapter III explains the methodology used in the current and pilot studies and 

delineates and provides examples of the 19 different types of feedback found in the data. 

Chapter IV presents the results of the current study, then compares it to relevant data 

from the pilot study. The last section, Chapter IV.D., explores some of the significant 

and/or surprising patterns in the data. 

Chapter V opens with some comments and examples regarding the varying 

reliability of the linguistic information in users’ responses to language learning activities. 

Most of the corrective feedback I observed during the data collection was more or less in 

agreement with target language norms, but the examples in Chapter V show that there 

were typographical mistakes and errors of knowledge in some reviewers’ comments. 
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Users are supposed to review language learning activities submitted in their native 

language. However, on a free and open website with no background checks, there is no 

way for learners to know the language background of other users (see Chapter I.B.). Also, 

even expert language users can make typographical mistakes. Chapter V goes on to 

discuss Livemocha users’ interactions and community-building work. 

Chapter VI touches on the limitations of the current study and offers suggestions 

for future studies to corroborate this study’s conclusions and to expand the scope of 

inquiry. Chapter VII concludes the report. 

I.A. LIVEMOCHA.COM: GENERAL INFORMATION AND MISSION 

Livemocha.com currently hosts the largest online language learning community in 

the world. According to GeekWire.com, the site has more than 10 million users from 190 

countries (GeekWire, 2011, “Startup Spotlight: Livemocha lands $5 million, tops 10 

million members.”). Users can choose among free and paid courses in 38 languages. 

Livemocha.com has partnerships with the HarperCollins Group and Pearson Education; 

these companies are two of the most well-known publishers of language and learning 

materials, and they develop the content for the courses offered on the site. 

The creators of Livemocha have a clear purpose in mind: “Our mission is to 

provide a more accessible, affordable, and engaging way to learn a language. Livemocha 

allows people around the world to help each other with language learning, and provides 

our community with opportunities to learn and practice new languages together” 

(Livemocha.com, 2011, “About Us”). These qualities of accessibility and engagement are 

two of the characteristics which make internet learning valuable and enjoyable, according 

to many conversations I have had with both learners and educators. The lack of these 
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qualities is one of the main problems with traditional education, from the point of view of 

some learners and educators. 

In terms of accessibility, not all learners, especially adult learners, have the time 

or physical proximity required for face-to-face classroom instruction. Even if they have 

the time and a conveniently located school, there is a vast disparity regarding subjects 

offered and available materials even between public schools in the same U.S. towns; it 

hardly needs to be said that this disparity exists everywhere, and is especially affected by 

socioeconomics and politics. With internet learning programs, anyone anywhere can 

learn as long as they can find an internet connection and the materials provided are the 

same for all of the users in the same program: an accessible and egalitarian education. 

In terms of engagement, a number of scholars as well as teachers and students say 

that the internet has created new literacies that are becoming more and more relevant in 

daily life, but that schools have been – and still are – too slow to adopt and adapt to these 

literacies. In addition to new literacies, James Gee says that the internet has also created 

new Discourses. He says that a Discourse (as opposed to a discourse, meaning language 

in use) “integrate[s] ways of talking, listening, writing, reading, acting, interacting, 

believing, valuing, and feeling (and using various objects, symbols, images, tools, and 

technologies) in the service of enacting meaningful socially situated identities and 

activities” (Gee, 2001, p.719).  Gee and Colin Lankshear are two of the most prominent 

advocates of using new literacies in to transform traditional education. Lankshear says 

that “new ethos stuff” is one of the major differences between new and old literacies; this 

“new ethos stuff” includes “tools for mediating and relating” and an emphasis on 

collective and distributed intelligence and knowledge (Lankshear & Knobel, 2006, p. 1). 

Distributed knowledge refers to the idea of having meaning and knowledge distributed 

across the learner, objects, tools, symbols, technologies, the environment, and other 
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people with varying levels of expertise in the area of interest. In his research on and 

advocacy for using new literacies in education, Gee has identified some of what he 

considers to be the most valuable qualities of video game and internet learning. These 

include (but are not limited to): distributed knowledge; the creation of affinity groups, 

which are “group[s] that [are] bonded primarily through shared endeavors, goals, and 

practices and not shared race, gender, nation, ethnicity, or culture” (Gee, 2003, p. 197); 

the shift of control, agency, and ownership from an authority figure to the learner; and the 

opportunity for learners to take on the role of “expert.” (Gee, 2007) 

All of these factors serve to engage learners to become active participants in and 

directors of their own learning, and all of these are characteristics of the language 

learning programs offered on Livemocha.com. This makes the interactions between users 

on Livemocha both interesting and valuable to linguists and teachers who wish to explore 

and/or implement these increasingly popular ways of communicating and learning. 

I.B. LIVEMOCHA’S LANGUAGE LEARNING METHOD 

Livemocha developed its materials with a specific language learning philosophy 

and methodology in mind. Their main guiding principles are: 

 Reciprocal learning (i.e. people teaching and learning from each other in a 

more egalitarian fashion) 

 Motivation 

 Conversational focus 

The site claims that reciprocal learning is “the best instruction” because it is 

“more interesting” and “feels great.” Helping real people learn languages “creates the 

motivation you need to improve.” These claims are very subjective and may not be 

backed up by language learning research; however, since the site is a less formal 
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educational forum, these statements are closer to marketing tools than accurate 

pedagogical assertions. 

Their partners designed the language learning materials used on the site to have a 

conversational focus. The goal here is not to develop academic language, but rather to 

build practical conversational skills. This is attractive to many learners who wish to use 

the language to communicate effectively about more general topics (as opposed to 

domain-specific terminology). 

As mentioned previously, Livemocha users have the options of free and paid 

programs in 38 different languages. There are writing and speaking practice exercises of 

many different levels of proficiency that learners can complete and then submit for 

“native speaker” review. I have placed “native speaker” in quotation marks because there 

is no way to be certain that the reviewer is actually a native speaker of the language; as 

with most websites, users’ real identities are unknown to others and they can fabricate 

any background information they wish. 

Once the user has submitted her/his exercise, reviewers read or listen to the 

submission, rate it, and make comments, and then upload their review. Reviewers may 

leave written and/or audio comments. Learners and reviewers can respond to each other 

on the same submission page. 

I.C. LIVEMOCHA.COM LAYOUT 

On the home page of Livemocha.com, a logged-in user sees four drop-down 

menus: Courses, Practice, People, and Help Others. To see activities that others have 

submitted, one selects the Review Submissions option on the Help Others menu. Once 

that page has loaded, one chooses the language of submission to review and whether to 

look at activities that already have some reviews or those that have none. For both 
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studies, I selected the “Active Spanish” option for the language of submissions and then 

“Submissions With Comments.” This then leads to a “Review Submissions” page. There 

are 15 submissions per page, and only 10 pages are available at a time in each category; 

when more submissions are added, older ones get bumped off. Each submission is listed 

with its: type of exercise (“Role Play” for speaking exercises, the title of the specific 

exercise for writing activities); the username and avatar of the learner; the category and 

level of the exercise (e.g. Active Spanish: Level 1); the time of submission in relation to 

the current time (e.g. “Submitted 34 minutes ago); the average rating of that learner’s 

performance on the task, measured in X/5 stars; and the number of comments the 

submission currently has. Each submission page includes: the type and level of the 

exercise (e.g. Active Spanish Writing Exercise Level 1, Unit 1, Lesson 2); the assignment 

model; and the learner’s submission and the average rating of the submission. Below 

these is a section in which reviewers can leave comments, with the non-exclusive options 

of a text box, audio comment, and 5-point Likert scale for performance in 1) spelling, 

proficiency, and grammar for writing exercises; or 2) pronunciation and proficiency for 

speaking exercises. Beneath that area is the review section, which includes all of the 

commentators’: usernames and avatars; Mochapoints (earned by completing exercises on 

the site); Teacher Score (increased by reviewing submissions, helping with translations, 

and earning positive ratings on the user’s contributions to the community); the time of the 

review submissions in relation to the current time (e.g. “Submitted 34 minutes ago); a 

completed Likert scales for all available performance measures; the text and/or audio of 

the comment itself; and options to add the commentator as a friend, translate the review, 

and reply to the review. 
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I.D. RESEARCH QUESTION 

In the study at hand, as in the pilot study, I explore a single overarching issue: 

 How much and what kinds of feedback are given to language learners on 

Livemocha.com? 

As discussed in the preceding sections, this information sheds light on the characteristics 

of online language learning and of social interactions in this community. Both of these 

are areas of interest to researchers in linguistics and pedagogy, especially as online 

learning increases in popularity and global cultural significance. 

I then compare the results from the current study to the data from the pilot study 

to see points of convergence and divergence. Should this comparison uncover more 

similarities than disparities, it would help to verify the validity of the methodology used 

and conclusions reached in these investigations. This comparison could also draw 

attention to patterns in the data that might be less noticeable when looking at only one set 

of data. 
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Chapter II.  Literature review 

Livemocha.com is an online language learning community where learners 

complete and post language learning activities and other users respond to the authors of 

the posts. Analysis of the interactions between learners and reviewers shows that they are 

exchanging both task-related linguistic information (i.e. feedback) and affective or 

relational commentary. To better understand both of these kinds of communication, this 

chapter reviews some of the more pertinent literature on feedback and interaction. 

II.A. FEEDBACK 

Susan Gass and Larry Selinker have collaborated over the years on a textbook for 

a second language acquisition introductory course, the third edition of which was 

published in 2008. The book touches on numerous topics related to second language 

acquisition and how researchers have approached these issues over time. Chapter 10 

discusses input, interaction, and output. Their section on feedback given to learners 

during interactions was useful when I began to sort and analyze my data. The authors 

state that interaction between language learners and other speakers (either native speakers 

or learners) is important because “interactional feedback… provides [learners] with 

information about the success (or, more likely, lack of success) of their utterances and 

gives additional opportunities to focus on production or comprehension” (Gass & 

Selinker, 2008, p. 329-330). Learners cannot fix their mistakes if they do not know that 

they are making mistakes, and one of the benefits of interaction is that it can highlight 

these errors for learners. 

Learners get different kinds of linguistic information during interactions. Input, 

also called positive evidence, is the language in use to which the learner is exposed 

(conversations, books, television, etc.). Ideally, this input meets the target language 
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norms and is thus a good model for the learner to follow. But even if learners have access 

to correct positive evidence, it may not be enough to achieve language acquisition. 

According to Gass and Selinker, negative evidence is not required for first language 

acquisition, but they cite theoretical arguments (e.g. Birdsong 1989) and empirical 

research (White 1991; Trahey and White 1993) to support their assertion that exposing 

learners to positive evidence alone is insufficient for second language acquisition. 

Negative evidence is needed; that is, “information that a particular utterance is deviant 

vis-à-vis the target language norms” (Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 330). This may also be 

referred to as corrective feedback. 

There are a number of types of feedback that have been identified and are 

generally accepted in the field of education and education research, although sometimes 

their definitions vary by author in terms of nuance or precise usage. Both Gass and 

Selinker (2008) and Yi-Chun Yang (2010) offer thorough summaries of important studies 

related to feedback and specify how these studies operationalized different kinds of 

feedback. Feedback may be more explicit or more implicit. Explicit feedback directly 

tells the learner that there is a problem with their language production. Implicit feedback 

is more subtle; for example, the interlocutor reformulating the learner’s utterance to be 

correct without drawing the learner’s attention to specific problem areas would be an 

implicit form of feedback. 

Metalinguistic feedback is essentially overtly corrective information about aspects 

of language use, not necessarily specific solely to the content of the utterance. This may 

include writing composition suggestions or advice for culturally and situationally 

appropriate interactions. Ellis, Loewen, and Erlam (2006) categorize metalinguistic 

explanations as explicit feedback (cited in Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 337).  
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Recasts are a complex form of feedback, and there is not complete consensus 

within or among the fields of linguistics and education regarding what does and does not 

constitute a recast. This category seems to be the most contested in the literature here 

reviewed. Yang (2010) remarks that “findings of several studies indicate that recasts offer 

both positive and negative evidence (Farrar, 1990, 1992; Han, 2002; Leeman, 2003)” and 

are considered by some to be “corrective and/or implicit negative feedback” (p. 33). 

Michael Long, one of the most cited researchers in the field, has defined recasts in 

several different but related ways. He and Robinson (1998) categorized recasts as 

implicit, reactive types of negative evidence (cited in Yang, 2010, p. 34). In 1996 Long 

said that recasts are “Utterances that rephrase a child’s utterance by changing one or more 

sentence components…while still referring to its central meaning” (p. 434). In 1998, 

Long et al. defined corrective  recasts as “responses which, although communicatively 

oriented and focused on meaning rather than on form…incidentally reformulat[e] all or 

part of a learner’s utterance… providing relevant morphosyntactic information that was 

obligatory but was either missing or wrongly supplied, in the learner’s rendition, while 

retaining its central meaning” (p. 358). Finally, in 2006 Long stated that a recast is “a 

reformulation of all or part of a learner’s immediately preceding utterances in which one 

or more nontargetlike [sic] (lexical, grammatical, etc.) items are replaced by the 

corresponding target language form(s), and where, throughout the exchange, the focus of 

the interlocutors is on meaning not language as an object” (cited in Yang, 2010, p. 33). 

Gass and Selinker (2008) say that recasts are a subtle and indirect manner of 

giving feedback in which the language authority or partner reformulates the learner’s 

incorrect utterance while staying faithful to the learner’s intended meaning (pp. 334-335). 

They cite Leeman (2003), who says that recasts “provide both negative evidence and 

enhanced salience of positive evidence” (Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 336). They also 
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discuss Lyster’s (2004) study on the benefits of recasts and prompts. The latter were 

divided into four types: clarification requests, repetitions, metalinguistic clues, and 

elicitation (Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 336). 

For the purposes of this study, I consider recasts to be reformulations of a 

learner’s production effort that at least offers positive evidence; may additionally offer 

salient positive evidence; and may also provide explicit negative evidence. Unlike Lyster 

(2004), I have separated clarification requests and metalinguistic information from 

recasts. It seems to me that the former is more related to elicitation than simple corrective 

information, and, as I said above, I believe that metalinguistic feedback is explicit and 

overt and does not necessarily deal solely with the task (incorrect utterance) at hand. 

II.B. INTERACTION 

All interactions between people require them to negotiate their relationships to 

each other. It is likely that, in addition to commenting on the learners’ linguistic 

performance, at least some of the reviewers leave messages that directly or indirectly 

create, change, or destroy relationships or otherwise affect the interlocutors’ faces. 

Goffman defined face as “the public self-image that every member [of society] wants to 

claim for himself.” It is how a person is perceived by other people, and is also connected 

to self-esteem. People generally try to preserve both their own and their interlocutor’s 

faces during interaction. Brown and Levinson expanded on this notion and incorporated 

into it Austin’s and Searle’s theory of speech acts. Brown and Levinson asserted that 

everyone has negative and positive face needs which can be met by corresponding 

politeness strategies. A person’s positive face is connected to the desire for community, 

solidarity, and common ground with the interlocutor. Positive politeness strategies, such 

as cooperation, are intended to make the hearer feel valued and connected to the speaker. 
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Negative face is connected to the desire for independence and freedom from others’ 

control, demands, or influence. Negative politeness strategies attempt to minimize the 

speaker’s imposition on the hearer by using hedging, apologies, indirectness, mitigation, 

and expressions of the speaker’s deference to the hearer. 

As there are strategies to make interpersonal interactions smoother, so there are 

social and linguistic acts that have the potential to make communicating less harmonious 

by threatening the speaker or hearer’s face. Face-threatening acts (FTAs) can affect 

positive face, negative face, or both at the same time. Criticism, disagreements, insults, 

and other discordant communicative acts potentially threaten positive face. Advice, 

orders, and suggestions – communicative acts that attempt to control or direct the 

interlocutor’s behavior – may threaten negative face. Some acts, like making threats or 

interrupting, threaten both positive and negative face. More direct speech has a greater 

likelihood of threatening face than indirect speech; for example, consider if someone 

says, “You did a terrible job. Fix this immediately,” versus “There seem to be some 

problems here. Let’s discuss how we can resolve them.” The former utterance is more 

offensive, and the latter is likely to do less damage to the relationship between the 

interlocutors. 

However, not all scholars agree that the concepts of positive and negative 

politeness hold true universally, or even outside of mainstream Western/Anglo culture. 

Some studies on East Asian cultures have suggested that these cultures place more 

emphasis on harmony and collectivity than individualism, so the construction of 

“negative politeness” is not culturally relevant. Scollon and Scollon (2001) rejected the 

terms “positive politeness” and “negative politeness” as being too easy to misinterpret as 

“good” and “bad” politeness. They instead proposed a system of involvement and 

independence, which is very similar to the concepts of positive and negative politeness. 
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They also proposed a new system to categorize the use and effect of speech acts 

involving relations between interlocutors of: 1) deference (no power dynamic, distant 

social relationship with independence strategies); 2) solidarity (equal power, close social 

relationship with expressions of reciprocity); and 3) hierarchy (unequal power balance; 

may be a close or distant social relationship; superordinate might use involvement 

strategies and subordinate might use independence strategies). This paper considers 

affective comments using both Brown and Levinson’s and Scollon and Scollon’s models. 
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Chapter III.  Methodology 

This chapter begins by briefly presenting the data collection method used in the 

pilot study, then expanding on the differences and improvements found in the 

methodology of the current study. The following sections describe and provide examples 

of the types of feedback found in the data. I pay special attention to potential face-

threatening acts, as this category of feedback could be problematic if not carefully 

operationalized. 

III.A. PILOT DATA COLLECTION 

I collected 45 submissions over 2.33 hours. First, I took screenshots of three 

“Review Submissions” pages. I then took screenshots of 45 individual submission pages 

to capture the reviewers’ comments. I also copied the activities submitted by the learners 

to use as references for interpreting and categorizing the feedback. Each webpage 

required between 2-6 screenshots scrolling down, depending on the number and length of 

the comments. For speaking activity submissions, I played the audio from the website 

through computer speakers and used a handheld digital audio recorder to record it. I did 

the same for audio comments. The first 20 submissions comprised the data set for the 

pilot study. 

As mentioned above, only 10 pages are available at one time in any section, and 

then older postings are automatically removed to make room for new ones. In both the 

current and the pilot study I collected the oldest submissions available on the site to 

ensure that reviewers had had as much time as possible to see and comment on the 

submission and that the learner had had time to reply, if s/he desired. 
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III.B. DATA COLLECTION FOR CURRENT STUDY 

The method used during the pilot study of taking screen captures of each 

submission was effective, but time-consuming and somewhat clumsy. During the current 

study, I went into each submission page and saved it as an .htm file, a much quicker and 

smoother process. However, .htm files do not preserve embedded audio files on the 

webpage. I used a handheld digital audio recorder to capture the speaking activity 

submissions and audio comments in the same way as during the pilot data collection. The 

increased efficiency of this method enabled me to gather 200 submissions in 6 

consecutive hours. 

In the middle of gathering the data, the whole Livemocha.com website (not 

merely the specific page I had been examining) appeared to experience some kind of 

technical problem. After about 10 minutes it resumed working normally. Submissions 1-

106 of the current study had already been stored, and submissions 107-200 were gathered 

once the site was functioning again. 

Once I had collected and stored the data I went through and weeded out duplicate 

submissions, as a few appeared multiple times in the set. Both the learner’s activity and 

the reviewers’ comments were the same in every instance, so the duplication was not 

intentional re-submission on the part of the learner; it may have been a technical error on 

the website. 

III.C. TYPES OF FEEDBACK 

In keeping with the philosophy of an exploratory investigation, I developed the 

feedback categories after examining the data. During my analysis of the pilot study, I 

divided the data into 15 types. Some of these categories (e.g. recasts, metalinguistic 

information) are classic feedback types that are discussed and used in theoretical 
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literature, experimental investigations, and practical applications in the field of language 

acquisition. Others are more specific to these data. 

Upon inspecting the much larger data pool for the current study, I determined that 

4 additional categories would help to account for information that was not found in the 

pilot study submissions and to more accurately describe the findings. The “reply to 

commenter” category was added to describe instances in which the learner responds to 

the reviewer directly and in the same thread on the exercise webpage. The “modeling” 

category distinguishes between recasts (in which the reviewer draws the learner’s 

attention to her/his errors while correcting them) and comments in which the reviewer 

her/himself completes the same exercise without marked error correction to demonstrate 

the correct output for the learner. The “practice” category counts reviewers’ 

recommendations for the learners to continue completing exercises, comments which are 

rare and never appear without additional feedback in the pilot but which are fairly 

common in the data from the current study and sometimes appear alone. The last new 

category, “composition,” refers to comments in which the reviewer remarks upon the 

narrative or sentence structure of the exercise. This makes a total of 19 feedback types to 

be considered in this report.1 

III.D. POTENTIAL FACE-THREATENING ACTS 

During my exploration of the data, I determined that a large portion of the 

comments left by reviewers contained only affective information, generally related to 

building positive face. There were a number of other affective comments that also 

included linguistic or exercise-related information. I created separate categories for each 

                                                 
1 See Table 3, page ??. 
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of these phenomena, and a third for comments with negative affective valence, that is, 

comments that were potentially face-threatening. 

Scollon and Scollon (2001) state that relations between people are characterized 

by strategies of independence & involvement. They propose a system of categorization of 

relationships between interlocutors: deference, solidarity, and hierarchy (see literature 

review). Since one of Livemocha’s guiding principles is reciprocal learning, and because 

the site deliberately sets itself up as a community, it would make sense that relations 

between users would be characterized by solidarity rather than deference or hierarchy. 

People in relationships of solidarity use strategies of involvement to strengthen the 

relationships. As the data from the current study and the pilot study show, users on 

Livemocha produce many instances of positively affective (involvement) feedback, 

probably in an attempt to create and maintain solidarity. This may be especially important 

because users are evaluating the work of other users, an activity that has the potential to 

create friction between community members. Many reviewers chose to mitigate 

comments that might cause offense or threaten the learner’s face, as in C9: 
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Figure 1. Example of very mitigated criticism. 

 

 

This reviewer praises and encourages the learner, and hedges his comment about 

the learner’s problematic pronunciation with “quiza [sic]” (“maybe”) and “un poco” (“a 

little”). Because of this emotional support and mitigation, it is unlikely that most users 

would consider this comment to be threatening. After all, in theory users are submitting 

activities with the desire for others to respond to them so that they may improve their 

language skills. I did not categorize comments like the above as potential face-

threatening acts. 

Other reviewers choose not to soften their criticism as much, and these I classified 

as potential FTAs. For example, C368: 
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Figure 2. Example of a potential face-threatening act. 

 
 

The reviewer has dismissed the learner’s entire submission with merely a 

negation. She does not remark upon any specific problems or give suggestions. She 

mitigates her comment slightly with “jaja” (the Spanish internet representation of 

laughter), perhaps inviting the learner to share the joke at her/his expense, but it is likely 

that a learner who is serious about the effort put into this activity could be offended by 

the reviewer’s complete, flippant rejection. 

Some users do not mitigate their comments at all, and these can be very face-

threatening, e.g. C59: 
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Figure 3. Example of a very face-threatening act. 

 

 

This reviewer tells the learner that her/his submission is completely incoherent. 

There is no mitigation, no emotional support, and no specific corrections or suggestions. 

Additionally, the comment is typed in all capital letters, the internet equivalent of yelling, 

which further threatens the learner’s face. 

 It must be acknowledged that there are some potential difficulties with 

operationalizing the concept of face-threatening acts in the context of Livemocha.com. 

First, Livemocha is a global site used by speakers of hundreds of languages from 

thousands of different cultures, and what constitutes offensive or face-threatening 

dialogue may vary widely between these cultures. For the purpose of this investigation I 

am using Brown and Levinson’s theory of positive and negative face and face-threatening 

acts, as discussed in the literature review, though I am fully aware that it has been 

criticized for being based on and mainly applicable to Western cultures. I also consider 

Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) model of independence and involvement. 

The second factor which makes it difficult to determine if the utterances in the 

data were intended to carry or could be perceived to carry negative affect is the medium. 

The internet is a highly decontextualized space in which communicative cues are easily 
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misinterpreted. Of course, people are posting these completed language activities with the 

expectation – indeed, the desire –that others will read and critique them, and so this 

mitigates the potential threat inherent in making suggestions. Additionally, most of the 

potential FTAs observed on the site were relatively mild and thus unlikely to be intended 

or perceived as serious threats. 

III.E. CATEGORIES AND EXAMPLES 

As stated above, this report divides the feedback reviewers leave on learners’ 

submissions into 19 categories. The categories that were not used in the pilot study have 

been marked as such. When an example comment contains more than one type of 

feedback, the type currently being defined is enclosed in a black rectangle. The typology 

is as follows: 

1. Emotional support only, e.g. C392: 

 

Figure 4. Example of emotional support only comment. 
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In the above comment, the reviewer gives the learner extravagant praise with no 

corrective information or specific comments about the exercise.2 

2. Emotional support plus other remark, e.g. C2: 

 

Figure 5. Example of emotional support plus other remark comment. 

 

 

This commenter congratulates the learner on her/his overall performance on the task and 

then offers a very direct correction of an orthographic mistake. 

3. Potential face-threatening act (see section VI.A. for elaboration and 

examples) 

4. Reply to reviewer (new to this study), e.g. C110: 

 

 

                                                 
2 Translation: “it seems like you [formal] are not learning Spanish, but rather that you know it perfectly. 

Excellent!!!!” 
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Figure 6. Example of reply to reviewer comment. 

 

 

The learner used the “Reply” function on the website to thank the commenter. 

5. Personal information or conversation, e.g. pilot study C33, C34: 

 

Figure 7. Example of personal information or conversation comment. 
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Figure 7 (continued) 

 

 

In this exchange the learner thanks the reviewer for his comment and then shares personal 

information (travel plans and family events). The reviewer responds with a joke and well-

wishes.3 

6. General recommendation, e.g. C123: 

Figure 8. Example of general recommendation comment. 

 

                                                 
3 Translation: 

Bob: Thank you very much, Jorge. I am going to the Dominican Republic for the first time this weekend, 

for my cousin‟s wedding. I can‟t wait! Goodnight, Bob 

Jorge: Good answer Bob, don‟t drink too much hehehehe…!!! It‟s a joke enjoy it and have lots of fun.. 

Regards, Eng. Jorge Tena 
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In the above, the reviewer makes a general recommendation to the learner about 

the way s/he should complete exercises on the website4. 

7. Recast, e.g. C16: 

 

Figure 9. Example of recast comment. 

 

 

                                                 
4 Translation: “In general it is okay, but you should follow the guidelines or the model displayed above, 

therefore you should have written: [model]” 
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In the part above the dotted line, the reviewer has copied and pasted the learner’s 

submission, made corrections within the text, and highlighted those corrections. In the 

part below he tells the learner that they have made some errors which he has corrected 

and highlighted.5 

 Variations on the “highlighted corrections” format of recasts are the most 

common format for recasts in the data. However, some reviewers do use other formats, 

e.g. C46, in which the reviewer supplies the correct linguistic form without context. C648 

has the opposite format – the reviewer left in and highlighted the learner’s incorrect 

output and added the corrections, highlighted in a different color, next to the original.  

 

Figure 10. Example of recast with no context. 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Translation: “You have some problems with masculine/feminine agreement, I have marked them for you 

in color.” 
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Figure 11. Example of recast with errors and corrections together. 

 

 

8. Modeling (new to this study): A modeling comment is one in which the 

reviewer simply provides for the learner her/his own completed version of the task the 

learner submitted. This type of feedback is positive input only (not to be confused with 

emotional support; see literature review for disambiguation) and does not attempt to draw 

the learner’s attention to problem areas. Modeling comments were left much more 
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frequently as audio comments in response to speaking activities than text comments in 

response to writing activities.  

9. Pronunciation, accent, or fluency, e.g. C124: 

 

Figure 12. Example of pronunciation, accent, or fluency comment. 

 

 

The reviewer informs the learner of problems with her/his pronunciation, 

moderated by emotional support.6 

10. Noun, pronoun, or adjective (number, gender), e.g. C272: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6 Translation: “THE PRONUNCIATION IS OKAY .ONLY WITH SMALL ERRORS.” 
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Figure 13. Example of noun, pronoun, or adjective comment. 

 

 

Using a recast with highlighted corrections, the reviewer draws the learner’s 

attention to a gender error (changed from incorrect masculine to correct feminine). 

11. Verb, e.g. C290: 
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Figure 14. Example of verb comment. 

 

Using a recast with highlighted corrections, the reviewer draws the learner’s 

attention to two verb conjugation errors. 

12. Orthography, e.g. C328: 

 

Figure 15. Example of orthography comment. 
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The orthography category covers comments regarding spelling, accent marks, and 

punctuation. Above, the reviewer gives the learner explicit information on how to use an 

orthographical sign.7 

13. Prepositions or other grammar points, e.g. C572: 

 

Figure 16. Example of preposition or other grammar point comment. 

 

 

Using a recast with highlighted corrections, the reviewer draws the learner’s attention to 

the use of an incorrect preposition. 

14. Vocabulary, e.g. C580: 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
7 Translation: “Good work, only you should take into account that the sign (¿) should be without a space at 

at [sic] the first letter.” 
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Figure 17. Example of vocabulary comment. 

 

 

The reviewer tells the learner that s/he has done well and gives her/him information about 

additional vocabulary choices.8 

15. Metalinguistic information, e.g. C228: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 Translation: “Hello linda. you do it very well. the writing is excellent, nothing to correct. only, that in 

Spanish one can say brasilera/o obrasileña/o [sic] (“Brazilian”). Both forms are correct” 
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Figure 18. Example of metalinguistic information comment. 

 

 

The reviewer gives the learner detailed information with examples regarding a guideline 

for more effective or native-like linguistic structure, and then models the exercise at the 

bottom.9 

 

                                                 
9 Translation: “Hello, well, it is okay, but there is something that in SPANISH is called pleonasm and it is 

the repetition of something, for example: 

We are going to CLIMB UP 

Normally when you climb, you always do it up. 

If you say, s/he/Ud. is MEXICAN from MEXICO, the truth is I don‟t know a MEXICAN who is not from 

MEXICO, or an ARGENTINIAN who is not from ARGENTINA. 

in any case I would say it like this: [model]” 
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16. Clarification request, e.g. pilot comment C31: 

 

Figure 19. Example of clarification request comment. 

 

 

In the above, the reviewer adds the parenthetical comment “what?” and question marks to 

indicate that the learner’s intended meaning was not clear. 

17. Technological error, e.g. C52: 

 

Figure 20. Example of technical error comment. 

 

 

This type of feedback was found only in response to speaking exercise submissions. In 

the case above, the reviewer says that he attempted to listen to the learner’s submission 
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and was unable to. This and other instances probably occurred because of a problem with 

the learner’s recording device, improper use of the device, or website error. 

18. Practice (new to this study), e.g. C609: 

 

Figure 21. Example of practice comment. 

 

 

This reviewer tells the learner only “practice it more” without any specific information 

about errors, mitigation, or emotional support. 

19. Composition (new to this study), e.g. C207: 
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Figure 22. Example of composition comment. 

 

 

Starting with the information in the first black box (above that is orthographic 

commentary and can be disregarded for now), the reviewer tells the learner that 

s/he has composed a question in the exercise incorrectly and gives her/him several 

models as to better ways to phrase it.10 

                                                 
10 Translation (starting at first black rectangle): “the form of asking the question is bad, it should be like 

this: [model x3] There are many ways of asking, or of suggesting to do something.” 
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Chapter IV.  Results 

This report investigates the amount and types of feedback given to learners in 

response to their completed language learning tasks, as the pilot study did on a smaller 

scale. Chapter IV presents the breakdown of the data gathered during the current study. It 

then reviews the most pertinent information from the pilot study data, and in the 

following section compares it to the data collected during the current study. The last part 

of Chapter IV records some observations about significant or unexpected patterns in the 

data. 

In order to be able to compare the data sets from the current study and the pilot 

study as closely as possible, the same methods and calculations were used for both. First 

submissions were counted and divided by speaking versus writing activities. The total 

number of comments was calculated, then the comments were separated according to 

which submission they modified. 

IV.A. CURRENT STUDY 

In the current study, 200 submissions were gathered. Writing activity submissions 

comprised 40.5% of the total (N=81), and the remaining 119 were speaking activity 

submissions (59.5%).11 

There are a total number of 674 comments in this data set, including 621 written 

comments (92.14% of comments) and 53 audio comments (7.86%). All audio comments 

were accompanied by a written comment by the same reviewer. When a reviewer left 

both a written and an audio comment, they were marked as being connected but counted 

and categorized as two separate comments because they often contained different kinds 

or amounts of information, e.g. C16 (written) has feedback tokens of recast (feedback 

                                                 
11 See Appendix. 
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type 7), potential face-threatening act (type 3), and noun, pronoun, or adjective problem 

(type 10); C17 (audio) only supplies a model of the exercise recorded by the commenter 

for the learner (type 8). 

Overall, learners’ submissions received an average of 3.32 comments. Writing 

activity submissions received an average of 3.09 comments each, with two high outliers 

of a submission with 12 comments and another with 11 comments. 20 writing 

submissions (24.70%) received only 1 comment; 22 writing submissions (27.16%) 

received 2 comments; and 16 (19.75%) received 3 comments. The remaining 21 writing 

submissions (25.93%) each received between 4-9 comments. Speaking activity 

submissions received an average of 3.54 submissions each, with three high outliers of a 

submission with 13 comments, another with 12 comments, and another with 11 

comments. 35 speaking activity submissions (29.41%) received 1 comment each; 22 

speaking submissions (18.49%) received 2 comments each; and 17 speaking submissions 

(14.29%) received 3 comments. The remaining 42 speaking activity submissions 

(35.29%) received between 4-10 comments. 

 

Table 1. Current study submissions by number of comments. 

Number of comments Number of submissions Percentage of total 

submissions (N=200) 

One comment 55 27.50% 

Two comments 44 22.00% 

Three comments 33 16.50% 

Four comments 17 8.50% 

Five comments 16 8.00% 

Six comments 8 4.00% 

Seven comments 11 5.50% 

Eight comments 4 2.00% 

Nine comments 5 2.50% 

Ten comments 2 1.00% 

Eleven comments 2 1.00% 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Twelve comments 2 1.00% 

Thirteen comments 1 0.50% 

 

 After tallying the comments, I delved deeper into each comment and categorized 

it by how many and what kinds of different types of feedback it contained. One comment 

can have as few as one type of feedback (e.g. emotional support only) or as many as eight 

types (e.g. C548 presents the learner with emotional support; a recast; corrective 

information about pronunciation and vocabulary; metalinguistic information; a model of 

the exercise; a suggestion to practice more; and personal information about the reviewer). 

Recast comments are always classified as containing some other additional type of 

feedback (e.g. orthography) to specify what kind of information the reviewer was trying 

to emphasize. 

 

Table 2. Current study comments by number of types of feedback. 

Number of types of feedback 

per comment 

Number of comments Percentage of total number of 

comments (N=674) 

One type 271 40.21% 

Two types 216 32.05% 

Three types 119 17.66% 

Four types 45 6.68% 

Five types 13 1.93% 

Six types 3 0.45% 

Seven types 6 0.89% 

Eight types 1 0.15% 

Total 674  

 

As can be seen in the table above, a sizeable majority of reviewers’ comments contained 

either one or two types of feedback (72.26%) Comments with three types of feedback 

came in a distant third place (17.66%), and barely 10% of the comments presented four 
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or more types of feedback. There is a steady progression, except for between the 

categories of six and seven types of feedback: more comments contain fewer different 

types of feedback, and only a few comments present many different types of feedback. 

 Next I looked at the number of tokens or instances (number of times they 

occurred in the data) for each type of feedback. 

 

Table 3. Current study number of tokens per feedback category. 

Type of feedback Number of instances 

Percentage 

of tokens 

Emotional support only 172 12.68% 

Emotional support plus other comment 275 20.27% 

Potential face-threatening act 57 4.20% 

Reply to commenter 18 1.33% 

Personal information or conversation 16 1.18% 

General recommendation 24 1.77% 

Recast 115 8.47% 

Modeling 94 6.93% 

Pronunciation, accent, or fluency 139 10.24% 

Noun, pronoun, or adjective (gender, 

number) 34 2.51% 

Verb 36 2.65% 

Orthography 81 5.97% 

Prepositions or other grammar issues 23 1.69% 

Vocabulary 41 3.02% 

Metalinguistic information 36 2.65% 

Clarification  request 1 0.07% 

Technological error 35 2.58% 

Practice 133 9.80% 

Composition 27 1.99% 

Total: 1357 
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One-third of the total number of feedback instances (32.95%) is comprised of 

positive affective information, with a full fifth of the total number of feedback instances 

(20.27%) being emotional support plus other information and 12.68% being emotional 

support only. Potential face-threatening acts make up another 4.20% of the feedback 

tokens, meaning that 37.15% of all instances of feedback relate directly to emotional 

valence or face work. 

 Potential face-threatening acts occur alone (i.e. that was the only type of feedback 

the reviewer submitted) in only 10 instances. 18 of the 57 potential FTAs are 

accompanied by emotional support; the remaining 39 do not have positive affective 

information. 42 of the 57 tokens co-occur in the same comment with non-affective 

information. 

 The next two largest categories of data are feedback regarding pronunciation, 

accent, or fluency (10.24%) and recommendations that the learner practice more (9.80%). 

Recasts (8.47%) and modeling (6.93%), categories that relate to positive input, make up 

an additional 15.4% of the total number of tokens. Feedback regarding orthography 

accounts for 5.97%. The remaining eleven types of feedback each make up 3% or less of 

the total number of feedback instances. 

 There are separate categories for corrective feedback regarding different types of 

grammatical knowledge (e.g. separate categories for nouns and verbs) to see if there are 

any that are more commonly commented upon than others. The four strictly grammatical 

categories together account for 12.82% of the total of feedback tokens. Feedback 

regarding verbs occurs about as often as feedback regarding nouns, pronouns, and 

adjectives. Feedback concerning orthography is more than twice as common as either 

category, and feedback on prepositions and other grammar issues is less than a third as 
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common as feedback on orthography. All of the comments coded with grammar issues 

are also coded as recasts. 

 

Table 4. Current study grammatical feedback only. 

Grammatical category 

Number of 

instances 

Percentage of 

total FB 

instances 

Noun/pronoun/adjective 34 2.51% 

Verb 36 2.65% 

Orthography 81 5.97% 

Prepositions/other grammar 23 1.69% 

Total 174 12.82% 

 

IV.B. PILOT DATA 

20 submissions were collected and analyzed for the pilot study. Speaking 

activities account for 11/20 submissions (55%). The other 9 are writing exercises (45%). 

There are a total of 56 feedback comment tokens between all of the submissions. As the 

data from the current study shows, reviewers’ comments can be written or spoken; 

however, it turned out that all comments in this pilot data sample are written. 

 

Table 5. Pilot study number of comments per submission 

Writing activity 

submissions (N=9; 

45%) 

# of comments Speaking activity 

submissions (N=11; 

55%) 

# of comments 

S4 3 S1 3 

S5 1 S2 3 
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Table 5 (continued) 

S6 2 S3 2 

S8 4 S7 3 

S9 1 S11 3 

S10 4 S13 1 

S12 10 S14 1 

S19 8 S15 2 

S20 1 S16 1 

  S17 1 

  S18 2 

 

In this sample, speaking activities always receive between 1 and 3 reviews. 

Writing activities generally receive 1-4 comments, and both of the high outliers (8 

comments and 10 comments) are in response to writing activities. 

Out of the 56 comment tokens, 34 (60.68%) have only one type of feedback. The 

remaining 22 (39.32%) have two or more types of feedback represented. There are a total 

of 99 categorized feedback instances.12 As with the data from the current study, each 

comment in the pilot study may contain multiple kinds of feedback. 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Because there are 99 instances of feedback, each one is approximately 1% of the total. Therefore, the 

percentage of each kind of token out of the total is the same as the number of tokens. I have chosen to 

represent only the number of tokens in the following section on types and tokens of feedback to avoid 

unnecessary repetition, e.g. “Emotional support only (N=26; 26% of tokens).” 
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Table 6. Pilot study number of tokens per feedback category 

Type of feedback 

Number of 

instances 

Emotional support only 26 

Emotional support plus other comment 13 

Potential face-threatening act 10 

Personal information or conversation 3 

General recommendation 3 

Recast 13 

Pronunciation, accent, or fluency 8 

Noun, pronoun, or adjective (gender, number) 5 

Verb 2 

Orthography 3 

Prepositions or other grammar issues 2 

Vocabulary 2 

Metalinguistic information 5 

Clarification  request 1 

Technological error 3 

Total: 99 

 

The data show that the most common type of feedback by far in the pilot study is 

emotional support only (N=26). Appearing half as often are emotional support plus other 

comment and recasts (N=13 for each). Next in frequency are potential face-threatening 

acts (N=10), followed by pronunciation (N=8). The rest of the categories each have 5 or 
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fewer instances. Looking at the separate categories for grammatical information, 

reviewers seem to comment more on noun, pronoun, or adjective problems (N=5). There 

are 3 tokens for orthographic feedback, and verbs and the prepositions and other grammar 

category tie with 2 instances each. 

IV.C. COMPARISON OF CURRENT STUDY AND PILOT STUDY DATA 

The data from both studies have been sorted and numbers and percentages tallied 

for analysis and comparison. When possible, I compare important data clusters from the 

current study to those from the pilot study using a chi square test. This is a viable 

statistical measure to use for these data because the P value indicates the probability of 

the occurrence of a discrepancy between expected values (in this case, the data from the 

pilot study) and observed values (the data from the current study). A large P value would 

indicate a low probability of discrepancy, or to say it another way, that the observed data 

lined up with expected values. A small P value would be evidence that the data are not 

sampled from the distribution I expected. 

It must be noted that only categories that exist for both the pilot and the current 

study can be compared using a chi square because chi squares cannot be calculated for 

any category in which a value is zero. Therefore, data in the specific categories that were 

developed after the pilot cannot be directly contrasted with data from the pilot. 

In both studies submissions are split roughly evenly between speaking activities 

and writing activities, weighted a bit toward speaking activities. The divide is slightly 

less equal in the current study (40.5% writing activities, 59.5% speaking activities) than it 

is in the pilot study (45% writing activities, 55% speaking activities). 

In the pilot data, speaking activity submissions always receive between 1 and 3 

comments, while writing activity submissions receive between 1-4 and also have the two 
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high outlier comments (8 and 10). During the current study, speaking activity 

submissions tend to receive more comments on average than writing activity 

submissions, though both categories have high outliers (11 and 12 comments). The 

current study also presents a much larger range of number of comments for each 

submission. 

As stated above, a chi square cannot be calculated when any expected value is 

zero, so only groupings that exist in the pilot study can be compared to those in the 

current study. The majority of the pilot study submissions have between 1-4 comments, 

with a couple of outliers: one instance of 8 comments, another of 10. 155 of the 

submissions from the current study fall within one of those 6 groupings. I took the 

distribution (percentages) of pilot study submissions by number of comments and 

multiplied that by the 155 submissions in corresponding groupings from the current study 

in order to project an equitable number required to calculate the chi square. 

 

Table 7. Comparison of number of comments per submission for current and pilot studies. 

Number of comments per 

submission 

Number of 

submissions – 

current study 

(observed) 

Number of 

submissions – 

pilot study 

(expected) 

One comment 55 (.35x155=) 

54.25 

Two comments 44 (.20x155=) 31 

Three comments 33 (.25x155=) 

38.75 

Four comments 17 (.10x155=) 15.5 

Eight comments 4 (.05x155=) 7.75 
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Table 7 (continued) 

Ten comments 2 (.05x155=) 7.75 

Total 155 155 

 

For this comparison, chi squared equals 12.541 with 5 degrees of freedom; P=0.0281. 

This difference is considered to be statistically significant according to conventional 

criteria. While the values for two categories (one comment and four comments) fall 

within less than 2 points of each other. The remaining four categories have larger 

disparities. That means that the data in the one comment and four comments categories 

had a similar distribution to the corresponding data in the pilot study, but the others did 

not. This makes sense, as it has already been shown that the current study has a wider 

range of number of comments than the pilot study. 

 The next set to compare is the number of different feedback types each comment 

receives. In the pilot study, 34 out of 56 comment tokens (60.68%) have only one type of 

feedback. The remaining 22 (39.32%) have two or more types of feedback represented. 

The data from the current study falls along a more gradual curve. In order to calculate a 

chi square for these data, I took the percentages of each group of comments separated by 

number of feedback types from the pilot study and multiplied them by the total number of 

comments of the current study. In this way I could project the pilot study numbers to an 

equitable level and thus use the chi square formula appropriately to compare the data 

from both studies. 
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Table 8. Comparison of number of feedback types per comment for current and pilot studies. 

Number of types of feedback Number of comments – 

current study (observed) 

Number of comments – 

pilot study (expected) 

One type 271 (.6068x674=)409 

Two types 216 (.1439x674=)97 

Three types 119 (.0890x674=)60 

Four types 45 (.0356x674=)24 

Five types 13 (.0356x674=)24 

Six types 3 (.0534x674=)36 

Seven types 6 (.0178x674=)12 

Eight types 1 (.0178x674=)12 

Total 674 674 

Here chi squared equals 317.319 with 7 degrees of freedom; P<0.0001. This difference is 

considered to be extremely statistically significant: the observed numbers do not even 

approach the expected values for any of the eight divisions. As mentioned above, the data 

from the current study clearly follow a different interval pattern than the pilot study data, 

and the chi square confirms this. 

 To compare the breakdown of instances of feedback types from the current study 

to that from the pilot study using a chi square, it was necessary to remove all tokens from 

the 4 new categories (reply to reviewer, modeling, practice, composition), as chi square 

cannot be calculated when any expected value is zero. This left a total of 1,085 feedback 

tokens from the current study divided between the 15 common categories. 

 

Table 9. Comparison of number of tokens per type of feedback for current and pilot studies. 

Type of feedback 

Number of 

submissions 

– current 

study 

(observed) 

Number of 

submissions – pilot 

study (expected) 

Emotional 

support only 
172 (.26x1085=)282.10 
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Table 9 (continued) 

Emotional 

support plus 

other comment 

275 (.13x1085=)142.90 

Potential face-

threatening act 
57 (.10x1085=)108.50 

Personal 

information or 

conversation 

16 (.03x1085=)32.55 

General 

recommendation 
24 (.033x1085=)33.55 

Recast 115 (.13x1085=)141.05 

Pronunciation, 

accent, or 

fluency 

139 (.08x1085=)87.80 

Noun, pronoun, 

or adjective 

(gender, number) 

34 (.05x1085=)55.25 

Verb 36 (.02x1085=)22.70 

Orthography 81 (.033x1085=)33.55 

Prepositions or 

other grammar 

issues 

23 (.02x1085=)22.70 

Vocabulary 41 (.02x1085=)22.70 
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Table 9 (continued) 

Metalinguistic 

information 
36 (.05x1085=)55.25 

Clarification  

request 
1 (.01x1085=)10.85 

Technological 

error 
35 (.033x1085=)33.55 

Total: 1085 1085 

 

The chi square calculated from the expected and observed feedback type tokens is 

151.179 with 14 degrees of freedom, P=0.0000. These numbers indicate that there is no 

correlation between the two sets. This can be confirmed by comparing the numbers 

across each category. The only types that hold approximately as many tokens as expected 

are prepositions and other grammar issues (current study: 23; expected: 22.7) and 

technological error (current study: 35; expected: 33.55). 

 The last set to be compared between the current and pilot studies is the 

distribution of different kinds of grammatical feedback.  

 

Table 10. Comparison of number of tokens per type of grammatical feedback for current and pilot studies. 

Grammatical category 

Number of tokens – 

current study 

Percentage of 

all feedback 

tokens – 

current study 

Percentage of all 

feedback tokens – 

pilot study 

Noun/pronoun/adjective 34 2.51 5 

Verb 36 2.65 2 

Orthography 81 5.97 3 
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Table 10 (continued) 

Prepositions/other 

grammar 23 1.69 2 

Total 174 

  
 

I did not perform a chi square test for this comparison, as there are only four categories 

and the numbers in each are very small. However, there are some differences to note. 

Orthographic comments make up almost twice as much of the whole token set in the 

current study as in the pilot. The noun, pronoun, or adjective category accounted for half 

as much of the whole token set in the current study as in the pilot. Comments regarding 

verbs occurred 0.65% more often in the current study than in the pilot, and those 

regarding prepositions and other grammar issues occurred 0.31% less frequently than in 

the pilot. 

IV.D. REMARKS ON SELECTED FEEDBACK CATEGORIES AND PHENOMENA 

There are patterns in several sections of the data that are different from what was 

expected based on the data from the pilot study. One significant difference involves 

feedback on orthography. Interestingly, in the current study the orthography category has 

more tokens that any of the other strictly grammatical categories: orthography 

N=81(5.97%); noun, pronoun, or adjective N=34 (2.51%); verb N=36 (2.65%); 

prepositions and other grammar issues N=23 (1.69%). All of the other grammatical 

categories together have 93 tokens (6.85%), while orthography by itself has almost as 

many tokens, and its percentage of the total number of tokens is less than a point lower 

than the sum of the percentages of the other categories. 

Given that one of Livemocha’s three guiding principles of their language learning 

method is a conversational focus, it is counterintuitive that so many reviewers would 
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focus on a skill that is only applicable to reading and writing activities. One possible 

explanation could be that Spanish has many words that have different meanings but are 

distinguished only by an accent mark, e.g. “hablo” (“I speak”) and “habló” 

(“she/he/Usted spoke”), so it is very important for learners to pay attention to and 

understand Spanish orthographical conventions. However, I did not find any reference to 

this issue in either the orthographic or metalinguistic comments. It could be fruitful to 

directly ask reviewers and learners in an interview or ethnographic setting about their 

thoughts on the matter. 

Another category, clarification requests, had fewer tokens than expected; there 

was one occurrence in the pilot and also only one in the current study, despite the fact 

that the current study has more than ten times as many feedback tokens. It seems that 

these are exceedingly rare, and perhaps only by chance a token was included in the pilot 

study.  

The feedback involving emotional valence and interpersonal communication in 

the current study had somewhat different patterns from what was expected from the 

extrapolation of the pilot data. There are half as many potential face-threatening acts, but 

also fewer occurrences of emotional support only comments. There are many more 

tokens of emotional support plus other comment. 

These discrepancies are a bit surprising, but the data pool for the pilot study was 

considerably smaller than that for this report, which contained ten times as many 

submissions and more than ten times as many feedback tokens. To more accurately assess 

the typicality of the data from the current study it would have to be compared to data 

from a study of a similar scale, but it is likely that this larger data collection is more 

representative of feedback regularly found on Livemocha.com than the small collection 

from the pilot. 
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Despite the differences between the results from the current versus the pilot 

studies, the comparison of the results helped to draw my attention to the significant and 

surprising patterns in the orthography and clarification request categories. Also, even 

though the distributions were somewhat different, the overwhelming prevalence of 

emotionally valenced feedback in both studies confirmed that Livemocha users occupy a 

huge amount of their on-site time with face work and community building. 
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Chapter V.  Discussion 

This chapter begins with remarks about the variability of reviewer reliability, an 

important issue from the point of view of a language educator or conscientious learner. 

The following sections discuss the implementation and prevalence of face work and the 

community-building practices of Livemocha users.  

V.A. REVIEWER RELIABILITY 

One of the main points of Livemocha.com is that learners teach each other. No 

one and everyone is an authority. As mentioned in the introduction and Chapter IV, users 

are supposed to review activities produced in their native language, but there are no 

checks in place. There is not a system or designated person to inspect comments for 

accuracy. This opens the door to errors and inconsistencies in reviewers’ comments. 

 

Figure 23. Example of errors in reviewer’s comment. 
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The words in the boxes above are incorrect. The second, “espapañol,” is probably a 

typographical error rather than a lack of knowledge on the part of the reviewer. The first, 

“estuve,” is a verb form that is incorrect for the context; the text literally reads “I was 

good your exercise.” This may also have been a typographical error (in Spanish there is 

only one letter difference between “I was” and “s/he/it was”), but it is a significant one. 

Incorrect input could pose problems for a beginning learner if it is incorporated as 

“correct” information into her/his understanding of the language. 

 Reviewers might also ignore or accidentally overlook learners’ serious errors and 

focus on more minor points, as in C243: 

 

Figure 24. Example of reviewer ignoring significant errors. 
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In this comment, the reviewer made two small orthographic changes (line 4) but missed 

the same change in line 3. More importantly, s/he completely ignored or missed the 

learner’s four major verb errors. 

 In other cases, reviewers might properly identify the learner’s errors but give 

erroneous explanations, e.g. C274: 

 

 

Figure 25.Example of reviewer’s erroneous explanation. 
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The reviewer’s explanation is not only incorrect in this case, but it is actually completely 

nonsensical.13 

 Occasionally reviewers will leave comments on the same activity that are 

contradictory or even diametrically opposed, as with C428 and C429: 

 

Figure 26. Example of sequential contradictory reviews of the same activity. 

 

 

                                                 
13 Translation: “When it is a statement it does not have „s‟” 
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 All of these errors and inconsistencies on the part of reviewers can be detrimental 

to the learner’s successful acquisition of the language. The careful learner should look at 

the feedback s/he receives with a bit of healthy skepticism, remembering that there are no 

guarantees as to its quality or accuracy. 

V.B. FACE, FACE-THREATENING ACTS, AND INVOLVEMENT AND INDEPENDENCE 

As mentioned in Chapter VII, 37.15% of all feedback tokens are face work or 

emotionally valenced. More than 20% of all feedback tokens are emotional support plus 

other comment, with an additional 12.68% being emotional support only. 4.20% of all 

feedback instances in the current study are potential face-threatening acts. As discussed 

in Chapter VI, very mitigated or mild potential FTAs were not counted as such, so this 

4.20% consists of comments that would be likely to be offensive. However, even when 

reviewers chose to leave these comments, they often added something else, perhaps to 

moderate the negative effect it could have on the learner. With 18 of the 57 potential FTA 

comments, reviewers also left some positive affective feedback or emotional support. 42 

of the 57 are accompanied by other non-affective information. This behavior indicates 

that reviewers are sensitive to learners’ face needs even when they choose to possibly 

incur damage to the learners’ face. 

From the amount of positively affective or emotionally supportive feedback found 

in the reviews, it seems that Brown and Levinson’s theory of positive face is applicable to 

this data. Users are sensitive to others’ desire to be considered a valued member of the 

community, and they try to create a sense of solidarity by encouraging each other. 

Negative politeness strategies such as mitigation are also common when reviewers leave 

corrections or suggestions on learners’ submissions. 
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Scollon and Scollon’s (2001) idea of involvement is also relevant here. Like 

positive politeness strategies, strategies of involvement are intended to create and 

positively reinforce interpersonal relationships. The relationships between users on this 

site are relationships of solidarity, which involve equal power between or among people 

and social expressions of reciprocity. The authors’ concept of independence is not as 

relevant here; the point of the website is for people to help each other eagerly and freely, 

so there are not likely to be many communicative acts that would be considered 

impositions. 

The concept of reciprocity is very important in face work and strategies of 

involvement, but expressions of this reciprocity are somewhat rare in the data. One area 

in which it might be found is in the reply to commenter category of feedback. There are 

relatively few tokens, however: 18 instances, which is 1.33% of the total data pool. The 

replies generally consisted of “gracias” without any further elaboration. I delved deeper 

to see if it were possible to identify characteristics of reviewers’ comments that made it 

more likely for learners to respond. There was not a definitely identifiable pattern, 

although the comments and replies to Submissions 130 and 131 suggest that if some 

reviewers give only supportive feedback and one gives corrective as well as supportive 

feedback, the uncritical reviewers are the ones who receive thanks. 

If direct replies to commenters are relatively infrequent, there may be other 

mechanisms to make these interactions reciprocal. One way would be a “pay it forward” 

system in which learners indirectly reciprocate reviewers’ attention by going on to review 

other learners’ submissions themselves. During my preliminary observation sessions 

before I began to collect data, I noticed that often the same users review a number of 

submissions in a short amount of time. This pattern was evident in the current study data 

set as well. Some of these repeat commenters are represented in the data and can be 
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found in some of the examples presented in this report; for example, user Nelo Ceballos 

submitted C207 and C228; user trinity_x84 submitted C184 and C290; user michael_roca 

submitted C15 and C52. Learners may also have a quid pro quo relationship with each 

other, wherein, for example, a native speaker of Spanish who is learning English 

exchanges reviews with a native speaker of English who is learning Spanish. Informal 

conversations with Livemocha users have indicated that both of these practices are 

common. These kinds of interactions would encourage users to employ face work 

strategies, especially the latter type; with reciprocity, a learner who gives emotional 

support and mitigates criticism is more likely to receive the same. 

V.C. COMMUNITY 

All of this affective feedback and face work is being employed by Livemocha 

users to create a community. Livemocha is designed and intended to be used to create a 

network of language learners and informal teachers working cooperatively; that is the 

development team’s goal and the purpose of the site. This network is not based on 

geographical location, political affiliation, race, class, or any such category – it is based 

on mutual interests and endeavors. Networks of this kind have been referred to as 

communities of practice, affinity groups, and Discourse communities, among other terms. 

Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (1998, p. 490) define a community of practice as “an 

aggregate of people who come together around mutual engagements in some common 

endeavor. Ways of doing things, ways of talking, beliefs, values, power relations – in 

short, practices – emerge in the course of their joint activity around that endeavor.” In 

this community of practice, users learn by “doing” language learning and language 

teaching over time. They take cues from others and thus are socialized into the group. 

Affinity groups and Discourse communities are defined in almost the same way (see 
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literature review). Livemocha even offers discourse (language in use) strategies for more 

effectively participating in the Discourse: on every submission page there is a box with 

tips about how to better “do” the community work of submission reviews. 

 

Figure 27. Discourse strategies. 

 

 

However, these data do not show how successful they are at making this community, or 

how success should be evaluated. Do the same people stay active in the community for a 

long period of time? Do the learners become reviewers or do they leave after they finish 

learning (“finish” according to their own goals)? Do they become reviewers of the 
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language they have learned and then move on to learn another language? The latter may 

be the ideal social language learning community: a never-ending cycle of learning and 

helping others learn. This would be an interesting area for future study. 
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Chapter VI.  Current limitations and future research 

Because the sample sizes for the current study and the pilot study were so 

different, it was difficult to evaluate whether or not these two sets together offer a 

consistent representation of the breakdown of feedback found on Livemocha. It is likely 

that the data from the current study are more representative of the site as a whole because 

of the much larger sample size. A follow-up study on a similar scale could help to 

confirm that the data from the current study accurately represent the breakdown of 

feedback on the site. 

Adding more qualitative elements to the study would also be beneficial to 

understanding what it is that users intend to do and believe they are doing with their 

feedback practices. For example, as mentioned in Chapter VIII, reviewers leave a large 

number of orthographic comments even though the site’s focus is conversational. It 

would be interesting to hear them explain why they focus on this category. 

Communicating directly with users in an interview or ethnographic setting could also 

shed light on their community-building practices and ideologies. Accessing users’ private 

communications with each other would contribute a great deal to comprehending the 

structure and nature of the community and the bonds that users create. 
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Chapter VII.  Conclusion 

This report is an exploratory study on the amount and types of feedback produced 

on the social language learning site Livemocha.com. 200 submissions with 674 

comments and 1,357 feedback tokens were collected and categorized. Submissions 

received an average of 3.32 comments. 49.50% of submissions received either one or two 

comments, although there were high outliers with 11, 12, and 13 comments. 40.21% of 

comments contained only one type of feedback, but a few contained as many as 7 or 8 

types. 37.15% of all feedback tokens are affectively valenced; 32.95% of feedback 

instances consist of emotional support, and 4.20% are potential face-threatening acts. The 

fact that users spend so much time and space leaving comments that are not directly 

related to the linguistic activity and process of learning indicates that they are sensitive to 

other users’ emotional and social needs and they wish to satisfy those needs. This means 

that users on this site are not simply a disconnected aggregate of people focused only on 

mechanical language learning. They are creating a Discourse community, a community 

of practice. 

The next most populous feedback categories are remarks on pronunciation, 

accent, or fluency (10.24%) and encouragement to practice (9.80%). Speaking activity 

submissions outnumber writing activity submissions, and Livemocha.com has a stated 

focus on conversational skills, so the prevalence of the former category is logical. 

Practicing is the best way to improve language skills, and encouragement to practice is 

also an invitation to continue participating in the community. 

Feedback with positive input (the recast and modeling categories) accounted for 

15.4% of tokens. Reviewers give learners this information so that they can observe and 

copy the correct way to use the language. 
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Comparing the data from the current study to data from the pilot study 

demonstrated very little overlap between them. This is likely due to the very small 

sample size of the pilot study data. Given the large sample size of the current study, it is 

probably more representative of the feedback typically found on Livemocha.com. A 

follow-up study on a similar scale would help to confirm this. Ideally such a study would 

incorporate qualitative methodology such as interviews with users to present a more in-

depth, ethnographic picture of the learning and community-building processes. However, 

the comparison of the results of the current study with the pilot data helped to elucidate 

some interesting data patterns and, more importantly, confirmed that Livemocha users 

occupy a great deal of their on-site time performing face work and building a community 

with each other. 
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Appendix 

Current study submissions and number of comments
Writing 

activity 

submissions 

(N=81; 

40.5%) 

Comment(s) Number of 

comments 

Speaking 

activity 

submissions 

(N=119; 

59.5%) 

Comment(s) Number of 

comments 

S1 C1-C2 2 S4 C11-C19 9 

S2 C3-C7 5 S5 C20-C22 3 

S3 C8-C10 3 S7 C35-C41 7 

S6 C23-C34 12 S9 C47-C51 5 

S8 C42-C46 5 S10 C52-C53 2 

S12 C59-c64 6 S11 C54-C58 5 

S13 C65-C67 3 S14 C68 1 

S15 C69 1 S16 C70-C71 2 

S17 C72 1 S19 C75-C76 2 

S18 C73-C74 2 S20 C81-C83 3 

S22 C83-C85 2 S21 C81-C83 3 

S23 C86-C88 3 S25 C94-C95 2 

S24 C89-C93 5 S27 C98-C100 3 

S26 C96-C97 2 S30 C104-C105 2 

S28 C101 1 S33 C112-C114 3 

S29 C102-C103 2 S34 C115 1 

S31 C106-C108 3 S35 C116-C118 3 

S32 C109-C111 3 S39 C124 1 

S36 C119-C120 2 S40 C125 1 

S37 C121 1 S41 C126-C127 2 

S38 C122-123 2 S43 C129-C131 3 

S42 C128 1 S44 C132-C133 2 

S49 C140-141 2 S45 C134 1 

S51 C145 1 S46 C135 1 

S54 C149 1 S47 C136 1 

S57 C153 1 S48 C137-C139 3 

S59 C155-C156 2 S50 C142-C144 3 

S61 C159-C161 3 S52 C146-C147 2 

S62 C162-C164 3 S53 C148 1 

S63 C165-166 2 S55 C150-C151 2 

S68 C175 1 S56 C152 1 

S69 C176-177 2 S58 C154 1 

S70 C178-C179 2 S60 C157-C158 2 

Current study submissions (continued) 

S74 C197 1 S64 C167 1 
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S76 C205-C207 3 S65 C168-C171 4 

S82 C225 1 S66 C172 1 

S83 C226-C228 3 S67 C173-C174 2 

S85 C232 1 S71 C180-C183 4 

S89 C243-C245 3 S72 C184-C195 12 

S92 C250-C254 5 S73 C196 1 

S93 C255-C258 4 S75 C198-C204 7 

S97 C265-C266 2 S77 C208 1 

S98 C267-C274 8 S78 C209-C217 9 

S101 C279-C280 2 S79 C218-C222 5 

S103 C282-C284 3 S80 C223 1 

S106 C289-C294 6 S81 C224 1 

S114 C323-C324 2 S84 C229-C231 3 

S115 C325-C328 4 S86 C233-C236 4 

S116 C329-C332 4 S87 C237-C239 3 

S122 C361-C363 3 S88 C240-C242 3 

S123 C364-C365 2 S90 C246-C247 2 

S125 C374-C384 11 S91 C248-C249  

S126 C385 1 S94 C259-C260  

S129 C392-C396 5 S95 C261-C262 2 

S135 C428-C431 4 S96 C263-C264 2 

S140 C442-C443 2 S99 C275 1 

S142 C449 1 S100 C276-C278 3 

S143 C450-C451 2 S102 C281 1 

S145 C456-C462 7 S104 C285-C287 3 

S146 C463 1 S105 C288 1 

S147 C464-C468 5 S107 C295-C298 4 

S152 C481 1 S108 C299-C300 2 

S157 C498-C506 9 S109 C301-C304 4 

S158 C507-C508 2 S110 C305-C310 6 

S162 C532-C533 2 S111 C311-C312 2 

S166 C550-C552 3 S112 C313-C321 9 

S169 C557-C559 3 S113 C322 1 

S171 C561 1 S117 C333-C338 6 

S174 C567-C569 3 S118 C339-C342 4 

S175 C570-C571 2 S119 C343-CC348 6 

S176 C572 1 S120 C349-C350 2 

S178 C579-C585 7 S121 C351-C360 10 

S181 C595-C598 4 S124 C366-C373 8 

S182 C599-C601 3 S127 C386-C390 5 

S186 C616-C622 7 S128 C391 1 

S189 C632-C636 5 S130 C397-C403 7 

Current study submissions (continued) 
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S190 C637-C641 5 S131 C404-C412 9 

S191 C642-C646 5 S132 C413 1 

S192 C647-C648 2 S133 C414-C423 10 

S199 C670 1 S134 C424-C427 4 

   S136 C432 1 

   S137 C433-C436 4 

   S138 C437 1 

   S139 C438-C441 4 

   S141 C444-C448 5 

   S144 C452-C455 4 

   S148 C469 1 

   S149 C470-C474 5 

   S150 C475-C476 2 

   S151 C477-C480 4 

   S153 C482-C483 2 

   S154 C484 1 

   S155 C485-C490 6 

   S156 C491-C497 7 

   S159 C509-C515 7 

   S160 C516-C518 3 

   S161 C519-C531 13 

   S163 C534-C540 7 

   S165 C542-C549 8 

   S167 C553 1 

   S168 C554-C556 3 

   S170 C560 1 

   S172 C562-C563 2 

   S173 C564-C566 3 

   S177 C573-C578 6 

   S179 C586-C592 7 

   S180 C593-C594 2 

   S183 C602-C603 2 

   S184 C604 1 

   S185 C605-C615 11 

   S187 C623 1 

   S188 C624-C631 8 

   S193 C649-C655 7 

   S194 C656 1 

   S195 C657-C661 5 

   S196 C662 1 

   S197 C663-C668 6 

   S198 C669 1 

   S200 C671-674 4 
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